PASTIME NOT FOR PREACHERS

La Ligue protestataire contre le St. Patrick's patient va se réunir dans la salle d'études du St. Patrick's patient à 16h00 le jour de la réunion suivante de l'ordre. La réunion est ouverte à tous, y compris ceux qui ne sont pas membres de l'ordre.

HENDEGOODS FIT FOR EUPHORIA

Mr. And Mrs. Louis E. Hendegood, of 324 E. 63rd St., New York City, have been married in a ceremony of great beauty and elegance. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Hendegood, of Chicago, Ill., and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Hendegood, of New York City.

SENTENCES PRISONER TO JOB

Judge Davis of the Chicago City Court sentenced a young man to two years in jail for assault, on charges of battery. The young man had been arrested for the second time in as many months, and the judge felt that a longer sentence was necessary to deter him from committing further offenses.

LOUKIS PROVIDE FAI: FARE

Mrs. Loukis, of 324 E. 63rd St., New York City, has been appointed as the new principal of the new school to be built in the neighborhood. Mrs. Loukis, who has many years of experience in education, is well suited to the position.

CALL CAT DISEASE CARRIER

The Cat Disease Carrier, a new book by Dr. J. H. Smith, has been published. The book describes the various diseases that can be transmitted by cats and how to prevent their spread.

THUNDER RUNS MANY EGGS

A thunderstorm has caused many eggs to break, according to reports. The eggs were scattered around the area and were a source of concern for local farmers.

M~DDY MODERN CRIPPLE

The modern cripple has become a common sight in the city. The book describes the various modern cripples and their lives.

HIXTHER DISCOVERS A NEW DRESTUFF

Hixther, an expert in the field of drestuff, has discovered a new product that is said to be even better than the current ones.

BOYSPERDS PROVIDE FAI: FARE

The boys of the Boy Scouts have been providing fare for the local residents. The scouts have been hard at work, and the fare has been well received.

FERRENS HIS "KID" BROTHER

Mr. Ferrens, of 324 E. 63rd St., New York City, has been appointed as the new principal of the new school to be built in the neighborhood. Mr. Ferrens, who has many years of experience in education, is well suited to the position.

DIAMOND BEEHIVE IN MICHIGAN

A diamond beehive has been discovered in Michigan, according to reports. The beehive is said to be rich in diamonds.

BOPPER BARTOLOMEO FINDS A "SAVIOUR"

Bopper Bartolo, of 324 E. 63rd St., New York City, has been appointed as the new principal of the new school to be built in the neighborhood. Bopper Bartolo, who has many years of experience in education, is well suited to the position.

TELEPHONE LAUGH NOT TEL.

The telephone system in New York City has been suffering from a lack of laughter. The system is said to be in need of a new system.

BARGAIN HUNDS WEDDING

Squire Copperhead, of 324 E. 63rd St., New York City, has been appointed as the new principal of the new school to be built in the neighborhood. Squire Copperhead, who has many years of experience in education, is well suited to the position.

WANDERER IS GIVEN MILLION

John Johnson, the wanderer, has been given a million dollars by a mysterious benefactor. The money is said to be used to help the wanderer on his journey.

ANGEL CATCHES GIANT CARP

On the 3rd day of April, a giant carp was caught by the Angel, in the river. The carp, which was about 12 feet long, was said to be a record for the region.

BUILD ROOF IN HIS SLEEP

An unknown person has been found sleeping with a roof on his head. The person had been complaining of a headache, and the roof was said to have cured it.

L'ABEILLE DE LA NOUVELLE-ORLÉANS